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Introduction 

• What strategic options do institutions and 

systems have for dealing with short- and 

medium-run reductions in state funding? 

• What are the effects of different strategies on 

key variables? 

– participation, equity, quality, and cost productivity   

• What are the political considerations in 

developing strategies? 

• What are the economic considerations? 

– especially the relationship between enrollments, 
marginal costs, and marginal revenues (price) 

 

 



Tertiary education has options to deal 

with state funding cutbacks not available 

to primary and secondary education 

• Tertiary institutions and systems have capacity to 

strategically manage enrollments and price 

– enrollment variable, entire adult population, global 
reach, student contribution 

• Primary and secondary systems do not 

– enrollment fixed, narrow age cohort, limited 
geographic catchment area, no student contribution 

• This gives tertiary institutions and systems more 

degrees of freedom in responding to government 

funding cutbacks 



Four archetypal budget-balancing 

strategies in higher education 

• Four strategies, not mutually exclusive  

– Cap enrollments and cut costs 

– Change enrollment mix 

– Increase tuition fees 

– Increase enrollment at current tuition fees 

• How well do we understand the range of these 

strategic options to balance budgets? 

• How rational is our approach to choosing a 

strategy? 



Analytic framework for judging the 

effects of different strategies 

• Participation 

– proportion of population enrolled or with degrees 

• Equity 

– differences in participation and attainment among 
socio-economic groups 

• Productivity 

– expenditure per student or per graduate 

• Quality 

– outcomes and added value 

– Quality usually measured by proxies 

• resource:student ratios 



Effects of Strategies on Key Goals  

Participation Equity Productivity Quality 

Cap 
enrollment 
 

negative probably 
negative 

neutral or 
negative 

presumed 
positive 

Change 
enrollment 
mix 
 

negative probably 
negative 

neutral or 
negative 

neutral or 
positive 

Increase 
tuition 
 

neutral probably 
negative 

neutral or 
negative 

presumed 
positive 

Increase 
enrollment 
at current 
fee 

positive possibly 
positive 

positive presumed 
negative 



Political considerations 

Government Faculty 

Cap enrollment 
 

Negative Positive 

Change 
enrollment mix 
 

Negative or neutral Positive 

Increase tuition 
 

Very negative Positive 

Increase 
enrollment at 
current fee 

Positive Negative 



Economic considerations 

• Differential effects of four strategies on revenues 

– Three increase revenues 

– One (capping enrollments) reduces them 

• Central challenge: 

– Faculty and institutional leaders often act as though 
cost of education per student is fixed and 
independent of numbers enrolled 

– Also often act as though marginal costs equal 
average costs 

– Even those who acknowledge that marginal costs 
may be less than average costs assume that this is 
true only for a small increase in enrollment 

• Good decision making requires much better 

information on marginal cost and its relationship 

to marginal revenue (price) and quality  



Marginal costs should be critical variable 

in deciding which strategies work best 

• If marginal costs are less than price, then 

increasing enrollment without increasing fees is a 

viable strategy for an institution 

• If marginal costs are more than current price, then 

enrollment caps, changing enrollment mix or 

raising prices may be more appropriate strategy 

• But marginal costs are: 

– exceptionally difficult to measure 

– differ by discipline 

– dependent on institutional size and operating model 

• Mathematical modelling may be a useful approach 

to getting better handle on marginal costs 

 

 



But Difficulties in Measuring Marginal Costs May  

Complicate Deciding Which Strategy is Best   

 

• As an institution or system tries to determine which 
strategy works best, difficulties arise because marginal 
costs are hard to estimate and vary widely across 
different programmes and disciplines 

• Until better ways of estimating marginal costs are 
developed, capacity utilization measures could be used as 
a proxy to help shape strategies  
– Teaching loads 
– Student:faculty ratios 

• If capacity utilization is high, marginal costs of enrolling 
additional students are likely to be higher than when 
capacity utilization is low 

– Optimal strategies may well vary by field of study 
or by program depending on capacity utilization 

 



Marginal effects on quality 

• A strong assumption is that increasing enrollment 

causes a linear reduction in quality 

– Staff:student and resource:student ratios 
frequently used as proxies for quality 

– Conceptual model of quality 

• is based on inputs not outcomes 

• is teacher-centric and focused on physical resources 

• What do we know about the effects on learning 

outcomes and educational added value 

– of marginal changes in these variables? 

– of radical shifts in our operating model? 

 

 



Conclusions 

• The full range of budget balancing strategies 
often are not explored because of: 
– a failure to fully appreciate the microeconomics of 

higher education institutions and, in particular, the 
impact of marginal changes on key variables 

– it is very difficult to estimate marginal costs 
– we know little of the effect of changing resource ratios 

and operating models on the quality of the student 
experience 

– political considerations may outweigh economic ones 

• Mathematical modelling could improve our 
understanding of marginal costs in the future 

• Outcomes and information on added-value 
may improve understanding of relationship 
between inputs, operating models and 
outcomes including quality 


